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Abstract— In this paper, we analyse the Ethernet Passive
Optical Network (EPON) and formulate dimensioning
problems. Under the assumption that the transmission
times are fixed in duration and that the input traffic is
rate limited and scheduled by the Static Priority scheme,
we provide means for dimensioning the network in order
to keep the required hard deadlines. Expressions of the
frame delay are derived as functions of the arrival curves
of the different traffic sources. Furthermore, the arrival
regulator structure is general and the only requirements
are that the arrival process is causal and that the regulator
provides sub-additivity.
In this study, we find that the examined structure is
highly inefficient with poor utilisation and where the dead-
lines basically is provided by means of overdimensioning.
The static structure of the bandwidth allocation scheme
allows no adjustment of the current traffic load and must
therefore proactively allocate resources yielding a rigid and
inefficient network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years rapid increase of high data rate equip-
ments such as Gigabit Ethernet together with the increas-
ing population of users with network capacity demanding
application, have sped up the need for development and
deployment of high capacity access networks. Today’s
copper based xDSL access networks are now regarded
as insufficient and the search light has been put on
the optical fiber, i.e., solutions such as fiber-to-the-
curb (FTTC) or fiber-to-the-home (FTTH). The access
network capacity is thus highly increased though it
potentially is a far more expensive solution. However,
by exchanging active network elements in favor of the
cheaper passive elements, e.g., splitters and couplers,
cost can be cut drastically. The Ethernet Passive Optical
Network (EPON) is one such solution [1]. It adopts a
point-to-multi point topology of either tree, ring or bus
structure though the tree topology is the most common.
With the tree topology, the structure applied in this paper,
the root provides the connection to the Metropolitan Area
Networks (MANs) or Wide Area Networks (WANs), and
the leafs provide the user sites the network access. As
the name implies, Ethernet data link frames encapsu-
late the higher layer data enabling easy interoperability
between the user networks and the access network as
the Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) is the most
common LAN type. Furthermore, EPON networks are
intended to implement the same standard data rates as the
traditional non-optical Ethernet networks. A single trunk
fiber connects the head-end with the subscriber nodes
via a passive optical splitter. Only two wavelengths, one
in each direction, are used for sending the information
and thus only a single transceiver is used in the head-
end. This structure implies transmission broadcasting and
time division multiplexing, where in EPON, the devices
on the user side request access by informing the head-
end their buffer status. The IEEE 802.3ah standardisa-
tion group has defined the Multipoint Control Protocol
(MPCP) which specifies the signalling between users
and head-end enabling resource reservation [2]. The
detailed execution of the reservation allocation scheme
is, however, left to respective vendor to implement.
Such a simple and cost-effective time-sharing structure
imposes a potential risk for poor network utilisation
which therefore requires an intelligent bandwidth alloca-
tion scheme. It is thus important not to allocate too much
capacity to a specific Optical Network Unit (ONU), e.g.,
allowing the ONU to transmit more frames than reported
in the MPCP REPORT message or for a too long time
relative to its and other ONU delay requirements. Such
waste of capacity prolongs the circulation time of ONUs
which will increase transmission delays.
In this paper, we will investigate dimensioning of
EPON access networks having cost and delay con-
straints. Under the assumptions of the chosen structure
and that the aggregate input traffic is rate limited, we
derive expressions on the longest transmission delay
experienced by any data frame. The maximum delay is a
function of the link capacity and circulation time among
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the users, and the dimensioning problem thus becomes
an optimisation problem in two variables. In this paper,
we will present methods for minimising the cost of the
EPON access network yielding the network with the least
capacity fulfilling the delay requirements.
A. Layout of Paper
In Section II, we present the system structure and
the assumptions. Here, the network components and
the notation used throughout this paper is presented.
In Section III, we present the operation of the system
and its behaviour is mathematically formulated using
the Network Calculus notation [3] [4] [5]. Performance
parameters such as delay, buffer requirements and util-
isation are derived for the given network structure and
its operation. The dimensioning problem formulations
are presented in Section IV followed by simulations
verifications in Section V. In the same section, we also
relax the the requirement on hard deadlines in order to
increase utilisation of the system. Finally, in Section VI
we summarise and conclude our results.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
On the client side of the access network, a group
of user network elements share an ONU as the initial
access to the network, where the ONU is responsible for
forwarding the user data according to a given schedul-
ing scheme. The number of ONUs and user groups is
denoted N and each ONU j serves nj different priority
streams. In a practical setting, nj is likely to be the
same for all ONUs, e.g., implementing DiffServ, but
here we will be somewhat more general in our analysis.
Furthermore, each ONU is controlled by a master device,
the Optical Line Terminal (OLT), which controls the
order in which the different ONUs may get access to the
shared medium. In this paper, we will assume that each
ONU will be assigned a fix duration of time T during
which the selected ONU may transmit frames according
to the Static Priority (SP) scheme. Note that the ONUs
may implement any scheduling scheme of choice in a
practical setting, i.e., the functionality of an ONU is
vendor specific with the only requirement that it supports
the OLT signaling. Here, we will assume that all ONUs
apply the SP scheduling discipline, also referred to as
head-of-line non-preemption (HOL-NP), which is well
covered in the literature.
The frame length of priority stream k in ONU j
may take values in [Lj,k1 ...L
j,k
max] according to some
distribution. In this study, the frame length distribution
is irrelevant, as we will investigate worst case scenarios.
The data arrival process of priority stream k is either
actively shaped by a given regulator structure with
envelope αj,k(t) or assumed to be conforming to the
above envelope, i.e., the data traffic is assumed to be
conforming to the output traffic of the given regulator
structure.
To motivate the fixed ONU transmission time, we will
assume that all ONUs have the same channel capacity
C. However, the time division multiplexing may result
in unused capacity when the residual transmission time
is shorter than the transmission time of the scheduled
data frame. In case of such an event, i.e., an ONU
can not transmit a high-priority frame when the residual
service time is too short, it is here assumed that another
frame from a lower priority flow will be transmitted
instead. How this flow is selected is irrelevant to the
analysis below as we only consider the worst case
scenarios. However, in order to maximise the utilisation,
though not particularly true to the SP discipline, such a
frame could be chosen from the flow with the longest
transmission time yet still not longer than the residual
transmission time, given such a frame exists. This way,
we will empty the transmission buffer more quickly but
this action may benefit a low-priority traffic stream. An
alternative method which is more true to the chosen
scheduling algorithm, is to chose the frame from the
flow with highest priority but with a head-of-line frame
whose transmission time is not greater than the residual
transmission time. In the simulations performed in this
paper, we will apply the latter method.
III. ANALYSIS
In this section, we will investigate the maximum frame
delay for either data stream. In the analysis, we will
consider a specific ONU and drop the ONU index in the
calculations. The analysis is identical for all ONUs since
they operate independently under the assumptions above.
First, we define the length of the longest data frame of
priority flows k, k + 1, ..., n as
L[k,n]max =
{
max{Lkmax, Lk+1max, ..., Lnmax} , k ≤ n
0 , k > n
where Lkmax is the longest data frame of traffic flow k
(for valid k). To calculate the delay for the unit of data
arriving at time t on flow k, dk(t), we could determine
the minimum service curve, βk(t), from which we get
the delay as
dk(t) ≤ inf{s ≥ 0;αk(t) ≤ βk(t+ s)}.
The calculation of the minimum service curve is fairly
easy for the highest priority data stream even when
considering the static priority scheme. However, when
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considering the vacancies in the service when another
ONU is served this task becomes more complex for
the lower priority data streams. Instead, we will do this
the other way around, i.e., derive dk(t) from which we
numerically get an indirect expression of the minimum
service curve βk(t).
When calculating the delay, we make the following
observations. At the beginning of a busy period starting
at time s, the targeted unit, the last bit in a burst, of data
of priority k may need to wait for the service of a traffic
source of lower priority which gets the first service. If a
flow becomes active when the ONU is active, the flow
may actually not transmit anything in the current window
and in terms of finding the longest delay, we need only
to consider this case. The amount of data to be processed
is initially L[k+1,n]max . At time t, s < t < s+ #, all sources
may begin to buffer data at full rate yielding a total
amount of data Ak(t)
Ak(t) = L[k+1,n]max + αk(t− s) +
k−1∑
i=1
αi(dk(t) + s)
units of data that must be served prior to the targeted
data unit which will finish service after a time dk(t).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that s = 0.
Since the active ONU j may have to give up transmitting
Lju = Lu = min{L1max, L2max, ..., Lnjmax}
units of data, at the end of each transmission period, we
get due to the assumptions above that the unused time
is thus upper limited by tu = Lu/C since a frame of
length ≤ Lu may always be transmitted when all flows
are active. The delay dk(t) is calculated as
dk(t) =
L[k+1,n]max
C
+ tu + (uk(t) + 1) ·N · T
−T + wk(t)− t
where uk(t) is the number of full transmission windows
necessary to transmit Ak(t) units of data, T is the ONU
transmission time and wk(t) < T − tu is the residual
amount of data transmitted in the last window. The total
amount of data that is transmitted up until time t+dk(t),
Bk(t), is
Bk(t) = L[k+1,n]max + uk(t) · C · (T − tu) + wk(t) · C.
By letting wk(t) = 0, we can calculate uk(t) by setting
Ak(t) ≤ Bk(t). Solving for uk(t), i.e., finding the integer
number of transmissions necessary, we can then get the
wk(t). The total time spent on waiting in the system for
the targeted data unit is thus the sum of the initial delay
due to the service of the lower priority data, the initial
loss of transmission opportunity, the delay due to service
of other ONUs, the time spent on transmitting the data of
higher priority and its own priority k data. Furthermore,
we know that the maximum time spent in the system for
any data unit of flow k, dkmax, is
dkmax ≤ sup
t≥0
{dk(t)}.
By definition we have that [5]
dkmax = sup
t≥0
{β−1k (αk(t))− t} (1)
from which we simply identify for some function νk(t)
that
ν−1k (αk(t)) =
L[k+1,n]max
C
+tu+(uk(t)+1)·N ·T−T+wk(t)
which is a non-decreasing function, implying that νk(t)
is non-decreasing since αk(t) is non-decreasing. Hence,
νk(t) fulfills the requirements for being a minimum
service curve for the observed system and flow k, though
it may be too pessimistic. We simply assign νk(t) =
βk(t) and we get
βk
(
dk(t) + t
)
= αk(t). (2)
At this point, we can, in the general case, numerically
decide the minimum service curve and we see that,
for SP, it is a function of the envelope. Furthermore,
assuming that ak(0) = 0, we get from (2) that the
maximum delay fulfills
dkmax ≥ tu + (N − 1)T + L[k+1,n]max /C (3)
for all rate limited priority flows k. Not surprisingly, we
see that the delay may be decreased when shortening the
transmission time T , though possibly at the expense of
a decreased throughput.
The above calculations are based on the assumption
that we are considering a well behaved system. With
the chosen scheduling algorithm, the different priority
streams will of course have different requirements on
the system since a flow of priority k may experience
finite delay whilst flows with lower priorities may not.
The stability criterion for the targeted ONU is based on
the observation that the total amount of data put on the
ONU must be less than the amount served. The capacity
requirement for ONU j, Cj , must thus fulfill
N · T ·
nj∑
k=1
sj,k < Cj · (T − tu) = Cj · T − Lu
from which we get that
Cj > N ·
nj∑
k=1
sj,k + Lu/T (4)
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where 0 < sj,k < ∞ is the sustainable data rate of
priority flow k in ONU j. Obtaining stability for the
whole systems, the capacity C should be greater than
the maximum of all ONU capacity requirement Cj .
A. Buffer Requirements
Closely related to the delay is the maximum buffer
requirement for a priority stream k, bkmax. It is easily
obtained from the minimum service curve and it is
calculated as [5]
bkmax ≤ sup
t≥0
{αk(t)− βk(t)}+ Lkmax (5)
where the last term is due to the packetisation of the data
stream. Since the arrival curve is non-decreasing we have
that
bkmax ≥ α(tk0)
where
tk0 = sup{t ≥ 0 : βk(t) = 0}.
Having defined tk0 , we may adjust (5) accordingly. How-
ever, formulating a dimensioning problem based with
buffer requirement constraints is an affected problem.
For this reason, we do not present such formulations
and (5) will only be used for evaluation purposes.
B. Throughput
The access network is generally considered to be the
bottleneck and it is important to investigate its impact on
the QoS. However, when simultaneously dimensioning
the access network under delay requirements, throughput
concerns get secondary priority. In particular, under the
assumptions of fix duration of transmission windows
together with the static priority scheduling scheme used
in this study, the system will generate a high throughput.
Of course, putting a restriction on a lowest throughput
is easily formulated in the optimisation problems seen
below, though such constraint may be better motivated
for traffic flows without delay constraints, especially
when considering the static priority scheme.
The minimum departure process defines the least
amount of data that has been transmitted at a given time
t, γk(t), and is calculated as
γk(t) = inf
0≤s≤t{αk(s) + βk(t− s)} = (αk ⊗ βk)(t).
Here, we have not considered the packetisation of the
data flow. The minimum throughput at time t for a
priority data flow k is thus given by γk(t) and we
are potentially interested in maximising the long run
throughput, i.e., maximising γk(t) when t → ∞. This
calculation is for large t numerically extensive and
we will for that matter not further evaluate it in the
optimisation formulations below.
IV. PARAMETER OPTIMISATION
In this section we will optimise the system perfor-
mance in respect to relevant performance measures. Such
measures that we are interested in here are minimum
delay and buffer requirements, as well as maximum util-
isation. In general, allowing a rate limiter and envelope
of arbitrary type results in difficulty of explicitly solving
the optimisation problem formulations below.
A. Minimising Maximum Delay and Channel Capacity
Minimising the delay for the different traffic streams
is a tool for offering higher QoS. In general, we could
have another objective, e.g., assigning a cost or by other
means defining a penalty for longer delays and degrading
QoS. The objective could thus be infinite, so we will
only consider two rather straightforward optimisation
objective functions.
First, we will as before assume the existence of a
sustainable data rate for each priority traffic stream k,
0 < sk < ∞, and a well behaved system with a
fixed ONU capacity C. Our first goal is to minimise
the maximum average delay, davg,max, experienced by
a random data unit in a given ONU j. We define the
objective function as
dkavg,max(T ) =
∑nj
k=1 s
j,k · dkmax(T )∑nj
k=1 s
j,k
(6)
where dkmax(T ) is given by (1) in which we let the delay
be a parameter of the chosen transmission time T . The
problem to be solved may be formulated as
Minimise:
∑N
j=1
∑nj
k=1 s
j,k·dkmax(T )∑nj
k=1 s
j,k
Subject to: T > Lju
C−N ·∑njk=1 sj,k , j = 1, 2, ..., N
In the constraint, we used (4) but also that T must be
greater than L[1,n]max/C. The latter requirement is, however,
always fulfilled in (4) since we assume a well behaved
system. Such an optimisation problem and dimension-
ing formulation may be applied to construct an access
network with soft delay requirements and an overall
adequate performance in terms of delay. Furthermore, the
above dimensioning formulation aims to minimise the
overall potential maximum delay. Whether it minimises
the actual delay is a matter of describing the input traffic
more accurately.
In the second formulation, we will consider the delay
requirements as constraints, i.e., we have upper demands
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on the frame transmission and buffering delays within
the EPON access network. These delay constrains and
arrival curves should here be interpreted as application
specific, i.e., the delay is the typical delay value for the
given service and the arrival curve is the worst case
user aggregate for the application traffic. This problem
then becomes more of a dimensioning problem and we
need to optimise the channel capacity C as well as the
ONU transmission time T . It is thus well motivated to
formulate this task as a channel capacity minimising
problem. Traditionally, the capacity is treated as a costly
entity and the objective function is thus well suited as a
cost function, f(C). The problem to solve is
Minimise: f(C)
Subject to: T > 0
dj,kmax(T,C) ≤ dj,k ,∀j, k
(7)
where
Cj(T ) > N ·
nj∑
k=1
sj,k + Lju/T , ∀j
C = max
j=1,2,...,N
{Cj(T )}
dj,kmax(T,C) = sup
t≥0
{dk(t, T, C)}
and where dk(t, T, C) is given by (1).
V. VERIFICATION OF ANALYSIS
In this section, we will apply and verify the theory
just derived in Sections III and IV. The system which
we aim to verify the analysis on consists of N = 16
ONUs each carrying traffic which may take one of three
priority levels (high, medium, low). The observed ONU
can thus be considered as a DiffServ node. Each priority
traffic stream is shaped according to a dual leaky bucket
structure, with aggregate parameters M,p, b, r. In a more
realistic setting, the aggregate arrival curve would of
course be more complex, but by applying such complex
envelope here would only increase the calculation load.
The interpretation of the 4-tuple parameter set is the
following: a single bucket with height M < b bits and
draining rate p > r bps is used to model the burstiness
of the input traffic. During a time τ , the maximum
amount of data that may be arrive to the ONU is limited
by M + p · τ . After time τ , the second leaky bucket
limits the arrival data stream and data may only arrive
at sustainable bit rate of r bps. From this we see that the
height of the second leaky bucket should be chosen as
b+ r · τ = M + p · τ ⇒ b = M + (p− r) · τ.
The aggregate arrival curve is thus calculated as
α(t) = min{M + p · t, b+ r · t}.
Priority M p b r τ
1 105 5 · 106 1.5 · 106 106 0.35
2 106 106 2 · 106 5 · 105 2
3 2 · 106 5 · 105 3 · 106 105 2.5
TABLE I
LEAKY BUCKET PARAMETERS.
The length of a data frame is in the range of 64 to 1518
bytes. The distribution of the chosen frame sizes can
easily be obtained from a trace and it often shows that
the uncorrelated distribution essentially is a two point
distribution. Here, we will without further motivation
assume that 10% of the frames are 64 bytes and the
remaining 90% are 1518 bytes.
The matter of choosing appropriate bucket parameters
{Mk, pk, bk, rk} for priority flow k, will here be resolved
by simply assigning sensible numbers. We will verify
previous calculations by simulating an ONU serving
three priority levels with bucket parameters as defined
in Table I. Given the leaky bucket parameters and frame
size distributions, it is now possible to calculate the
capacity and transmission time parameters as defined by
the optimisation problems.
A. Capacity Cost Optimisation
In this section we will investigate the optimisation
problem defined by (7). The calculations are numerically
tedious and the accuracy depends on the resolution of
the time parameter t. The optimisation problem depends
on the two parameters C and T and there may be
several combinations of the two parameters which fulfills
the delay requirements. The solution to the problem is
thus to find the smallest f(C) such that there exists a
valid T fulfilling the constraints. Furthermore, due to
the floor function in dk(C, T ), an analytic expression of
the optimal C and T is in the general case practically
impossible to obtain.
For presentation, we will define the objective function
simply as f(C) = C, i.e., we wish to minimise the
capacity yet still be able to provide the delay require-
ments. Here, we will chose the delay requirement, for
demonstration, as dmax = [0.05, 0.1, 0.3] s and ignoring
i) the delay for signal propagation, ii) the guard time,
and iii) the execution of the capacity allocation as
described by the MPCP protocol with the motivation
that the delays may be hidden in the Lu parameter. As
long as the length of the REPORT message, LREPORT ,
is shorter than Lu, we do not need to modify the Lu
parameter. Otherwise, Lu ← Lu + L[1,n]max since it may
be necessary to transmit one frame less in the window
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Fig. 1. Envelope (top graph), service curve (middle graph) and
delayed envelope (bottom graph) for source 1. Maximum delay is
experienced by the bit served at time t ≈ 0.0320 (dmax ≈ 0.0320
s, bmax ≤ 2.56 ·105/(1518 ·8)+1 = 22). Parameters are C = 108,
T = 0.001 and bucket parameters as defined in Table I.
in order to fit the REPORT message. Notice that ONU
signalling using the REPORT signal is not necessary
under our assumptions.
Solving (7) numerically, we get the solution as shown
in Table II. In the table we see that it is the medium prior-
ity traffic stream which sets the capacity requirement as
it reaches the capacity constraint first. For the calculated
optimal parameters, we also see that C · T/Lmax > 62
frames are sent in each window and the time between
the transmission windows initiations is N · T = 50
ms. Furthermore, we see that the long term utilisation,
U = Ut→∞, is rather poor for the observed structure
since we do not make use of statistical multiplexing. The
utilisation for the observed ONU j, Uj , is calculated as
Uj =
∑nj
k=1 s
j,k
C/N
. (8)
Using the parameters declared in Table I, we get that the
utilisation is upper limited by 10.6% which is horrifically
low. This is obviously the result of the over provisioning
and the inherent nature of the SP scheme, i.e., that
delay requirements for lower priority traffic streams may
require much higher capacity due to the higher priority
traffic streams frequent channel access. Allowing more
priority levels would likely impose even lower utilisa-
tion, hence, we make the conclusion that static priority
scheduling despite its simplicity do generally not do well
serving traffic streams with hard deadline requirements.
In the simulations of the described systems, each traffic
stream is generated by an aggregated Interrupted Poisson
Process (IPP) consisting of 10 IPP sources each with
squared coefficient of variation C2 = 100 and average
frame generation rate being 1/10 of sustainable data rate
d1 d2 d3 C T
0.0474 0.1000 0.26510 2.4088 · 108 3.1280 · 10−3
TABLE II
ACTUAL DELAY, OPTIMAL CAPACITY AND TRANSMISSION
WINDOW TIME FOR DELAY REQUIREMENT d = [0.05, 0.1, 0.3].
Avg. delay Max delay qi,max bmax (calc.)
Flow 1 0.02218 0.04711 17 28
Flow 2 0.02230 0.04791 14 91
Flow 3 0.02236 0.04809 6 176
TABLE III
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM A SIMULATION USING THE
CALCULATED OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOUND IN TABLE II. qi,max
IS LONGEST QUEUE LENGTH AND bmax IS EXPRESSED IN FULL
LENGTH FRAMES. 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS OF MEANS.
as declared in Table I. The input traffic is thus assumed to
conform to the output traffic of the dual-bucket structure
whose input is an aggregation of several IPP processes.
Any frame which is dropped due to non-conformance is
not considered to be a data frame and is not retrans-
mitted. From the simulation results we see that the
average and maximum delay, especially for the second
and third traffic sources, are much below the calculated
maximum delay. The simulation results are of course
results from, besides the bucket parameters, the chosen
traffic generator and simulation time, but the results
are representative for the NC’s inherent pessimism. By
aggregating traffic streams, as is assumed in this study,
the bucket depth and draining rate (sustainable data rate)
are added and, hence, the circumstances under which the
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Fig. 2. Transmission time distribution for traffic flow 1 (solid),
2 (dashed) and 3 (dash-dotted) when using the calculated optimal
parameters found in Table II.
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worst case scenarios occur are less probable to happen.
This results in theoretical upper delay limits which are
rarely experienced. In Figure 2, we can read that the
capacity C is more than sufficient since all three traffic
flows have similar performance metrics. The difference
in performance is observed in the tail of respective trans-
mission time cumulative density function, viz., traffic
streams with lower priority must wait for higher priority
traffic and therefore will experience longer delay, hence,
the heavier tail.
Another outcome of the vast over dimensioning, are
the poorly utilised buffers. Especially traffic stream 3 is
a sparing user of its buffer. This is easily verified by
observing the traffic stream’s delay parameters from the
simulation. Since the longest experienced delay is well
below the limit, then the buffer occupancy will likewise
be well below its limit. Furthermore, traffic stream 3
may be very bursty though with a rather low sustainable
data rate, hence, the over estimated delay and buffer size.
Judging from the simulation results, it is reasonable to
believe that the traffic generation may not have been
particularly bursty.
B. Relaxed Delay Requirements
From the simulation results in the previous section,
we see that the utilisation is unacceptably low. In this
section, we intend to increase the utilisation by relaxing
the delay requirements by not viewing them as hard
deadlines. We will thus allow rare deadline misses. We
start by inspecting the system at time t in the beginning
of a transmission frame. The buffer length for each traffic
flow k at this time is denoted qk(t). Assume furthermore
that the last bit of information entered the buffer during
the previous transmission frame. Then we have that
the number of transmission frames the targeted bit of
information should wait no longer than jk(C, T ) frames
given by the average waiting time Wk
Wk = R+ (jk(C, T )− 1) ·N · T + T − tu ≤ dk
⇒ jk(C, T ) =
⌊
dk−R−T−Lu/C
NT + 1
⌋
(9)
where dk is flow k’s delay requirement, R is the upper
average residual waiting time and tu = Lu/C as before.
Upon arrival of a randomly chosen packet must wait on
average for
R
T
=
1 + (N − 1)2
2N
(10)
ONUs prior to achieving service since the transmission
frames are fixed in duration. Requiring that jk(C, T ) ≥ 1
we have from (9) and (10) that
Tk ≤ 2NN2 + 2
(
dk − LuC
)
. (11)
The system parameter T should thus not be larger than
the smallest Tk. Note that we have still to decide C.
In (10), we have assumed that N > 1 and the tagged
packet is never served in the current transmission frame.
According to Little’s theorem, we approximately and
pessimistically get that
E[qk(t)] = qk = pk ·Wk.
where pk is the peak data rate. From the chosen regulator
structure, we can easily find the peak rate but this is
perhaps not as easy for the general structure. We could
however argue that, unless the peak rate is declared in
any QoS negotiations, it would be reasonable to define
the peak rate as the highest allowed transmission rate
during a window τ , e.g., calculated as
pk = sup
u>0
α(u+ τ)− α(u)
τ
.
In each transmission frame, we let all traffic flows k
transmit 1/jk(C, T ) of their estimated maximum queue
length, i.e., all flows spread their respective buffer load
evenly amongst the jk(C, T ) transmission frames. The
total capacity required, using (9), is then
C =
∑
k qk/jk(C, T )
T
= (12)
= N
∑
k
pk −
(
N2−2
2N − LuC·T
)∑
k
pk/jk(C, T ).
Solving C is now a matter of finding matching T and
C using equations (9), (11) and (12). From (12) above,
we get by letting C →∞ that
C ≥ N
2 + 2
2N
∑
k
pk. (13)
Depending on T , the capacity C may need to be greater
than calculated in (13). This approximate analysis is also
quite pessimistic and we can no longer guarantee with
probability one that the data will be delivered within
the requested delay. Generally, the required capacity is
quite high making it probable that the utilisation is still
rather low, though higher than calculated in previous
sections. The average system time is more likely to be
approximated by
qk ≤ N · T · jk(C, T ) · rk, Wk = R+
∑
k qk
C
.
As an example, we could use T = 3.1280 · 10−3 for the
observed system according to Table II, we first see that,
using (11), T < mink{2N(dk − Lu/C)/(N2 + 2)} for
all C > 490 kbps, which will make further calculations
easier since the calculated C is less than that derived in
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Avg. delay Avg. delay (calc) Max delay qi qi,max
0.02275 0.02293 0.07314 3.02234 19
0.02329 0.02377 0.16089 2.14626 16
0.02358 0.02427 0.32819 1.19071 8
TABLE IV
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM SIMULATION USING THE PARAMETERS
(C, T ) = (5.97 · 107, 3.1280 · 10−3). ONU UTILISATION IS 39.1%.
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS OF MEANS.
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Fig. 3. Transmission time distribution for traffic flow 1 (solid), 2
(dashed) and 3 (dash-dotted) for the system parameters (C, T ) =
(5.4797 · 107, 5.3473 · 10−3).
(13). The number of transmissions instances necessary
to empty the buffer is then upper limited by
(j1, j2, j3) = (1, 2, 6)
and we get that the delay requirement can be kept by
C = 59.7 Mbps. Thus, with less than one fourth of
the capacity, we can (almost) still keep the deadline
requirements for the same T as seen in Table IV. Next,
we could allow ourselves to change parameter T as well.
Finding the smallest C fulfilling above requirements, we
get the pair (C, T ) = (5.4797 · 107, 5.3473 · 10−3). The
capacity requirement is partly verified by (13). In the
last simulation setup, we can see from Figure 3 that
approximately 65% of the data packets are received on
Avg. delay Avg. delay (calc) Max delay qi qi,max
0.03870 0.03933 0.11393 5.22964 29
0.03968 0.04089 0.25376 3.22928 20
0.04011 0.04182 0.45627 1.33699 9
TABLE V
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM SIMULATION USING THE RELAXED
SYSTEM PARAMETER (C, T ) = (5.4797 · 107, 5.3473 · 10−3). ONU
UTILISATION IS 42.6%. 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS OF MEANS.
time for the first traffic flow having the strictest delay
requirement. This result could arguably be too low and
the reason for the low fraction of packets delivered on
time is that we have not considered the bursts in the
above approximation. In this paper, we have allowed
packet to arrive arbitrarily close which of course is not
the case in a real setting.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The all optical passive EPON access network is a
strong candidate for providing users access to the MANs
and WANs. Its low price, simple structure and high
capacity enables it to be a strong candidate for the next
generation access networks as today’s xDSL counterpart
are becoming more and more insufficient for the current
applications. However, its down-scaled structure may
potentially result in a poorly utilised network.
In this paper, we analyse the EPON access network
under the assumptions of fixed transmission times and
regulated input traffic scheduled by the Static Priority
scheme. The input traffic is further assumed to be causal
and shaped by regulators providing sub-additivity. With
these assumptions, we have derived expressions on the
longest frame delay which we have used to formulate
dimensioning problems. Typically, we aim to minimise
the network capacity yet still being able to fulfill the
delay requirements. The delay requirements are treated
as hard deadlines, i.e., delays longer than the specified
limit are not tolerated. This strict rule unfortunately, but
not surprisingly, results in poor network utilisation. For
the specific static network structure determined by the as-
sumptions together with the hard deadline requirements,
we have seen for the provided examples that the network
utilisation is less than 50 %. This is sufficient to motivate
the use of a dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme.
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